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Rotorua N.Z.D.A. Branch Calendar
Ring coordinators for more information.
Phone numbers listed on inner back page.

Calendar of the Club’s regular monthly events:
Committee Meeting
Range Shoots*
Socials
Party Hunts**

Last Monday of each month
3rd Sunday of each month
4th Wednesday of each month
4th Weekend of each month

* Regular Club Hunting & Trophy Shoots. For extra range shoots and 300 metre shoots
please refer to Yearly Range Calendar.
**Some Party Hunts may be on different dates, see programme.

Our programme for this month:
Party Hunts

If you have any ideas, please let me know.

Socials

Reloading evening.
September 23rd, 7.30pm Neil Hunt Park Clubrooms.

Range Shoot

Range itinerary for 2009 in this issue:
Contact Malcolm Perry.

Cover Photo: NZDA Rotorua members stationed at Rogers Hut for the Whirinaki 25 year
celebrations.
If you have a photograph that would be suitable for the cover please contact the
Newsletter editor, Elvis Bowring on 350 3230 or ebowring@gmail.com.
Thanks to: Konica Minolta (1190 Pukaki Street, Rotorua) for printing our newsletter. The
best address for quality and affordable copying and document solutions!
Advertising prices: If you would like to advertise in this publication, costs are as follows:
Full page $150 (for 11 issues)
Half page $75 (for 11 issues)
Single issue adverts can be arranged if required.
DISCLAIMER: As the contents of this magazine come from various sources, the opinions or ideas expressed are not
necessarily endorsed by this committee or by National Executive, nor may they conform to branch or national policy.
The official publication of the NZDA is the ‘NZ Hunting and Wildlife’
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Presidents Report
Hello,
Well spring is trying to break through and although we are seeing good spring
growth in town, it’s still around a month away in the bush. This means the deer
should start moving around soon for the fresh spring growth, so now is a good time
as any to get some fresh venison for the barbie!
It’s been a very busy couple of months for the club. We had the annual prize giving
in August which was reasonably well attended and everyone that won a major prize
was there to receive it. Four members attended the Whirinaki 25 Celebrations, 2
were stationed at Moerangi to provide radio contact and 2 were stationed at Rogers
to provide refreshments. Hunters, mountain bikers, runners and trampers all
passed through. We had very good feedback for our support of this event & thanks
to the NZDA members who helped out. Early in September we put a stand at the
Wairakei Polytech Wild Foods festival purely as a promotional stand for the NZDA
and our local branch. It was a great evening and I personally learnt a lot about
preparing and cooking wild foods. It was in conservation week and was organised
by Rob Griffiths from DoC. Rob is also promoting Kiwi Aversion Training for your
dog. Details are in this magazine, just see the advertisement.
We met with John Sutton, Rangitaiki Area DoC Manager, Brent Bevan, DoC
National Hunting Advisor and Matt, DoC (can’t remember his last name) to talk
further on the Whirinaki RHZ (recreational hunting zone). We have agreed in
principal to ring fence a recreational hunting zone in the centre of the 5 huts the
branch is restoring & maintaining. The area is around 10,000 acres in size and will
exclude wild animal recovery licences. We have also agreed to help with seedling
and pallet counts to further our knowledge and provide DoC with the info they need.
The next hut we will be restoring is Skips hut on the weekend of November 27th. If
you have handyman type building skills and are interested in helping out contact
Murray Robson or Colin Petersen. Phone details are at the back of this magazine.
Be warned, this is not for spectators and hard work is required.
On the club front, the next social will be another reloading night as the last one was
so popular. On Wednesday 28th of October, Cliff Graham will be running the
session. Also the Hunts Course is getting close to starting and we still have a
couple of places left, so if you have been thinking about it, give Murray Robson a
call on 354 4160. The social in September was well attended and we played the
Graf Boys latest DVD Poisoning in Paradise. The fire was roaring and we had
some new faces attend. It was a great night.
Good luck for your next hunting trip, Darryn
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NZDA ROTORUA WEBSITE IS ONLINE:
CHECK OUT WWW.NZDAROTORUA.ORG.NZ
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Hunts Course 2009
ROTORUA HUNTS COURSE PROGRAMME
October 2009
Wednesday 7 October

cost $220.00
7:30pm/9.30 pm at Rotorua NZDA Clubrooms

Introduction, Ethics and Ecology, Game Species
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions and Trainees welcomed to the course
An overview of the hunts course
Trainees given their training manual & workbook
Instruction given on the NZDA Ethics
Given a knowledge of big game species hunted in NZ

Saturday 10 October 9.00am / 4.00pm at Rotorua NZDA Rifle Range Tarawera Rd.
Range Day
By the end of the range day the participants will have an understanding on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety and Requirements for setting up on a Range
Fire arms for a specific purpose
Principles of the bullet trajectory
Sighting in a rifle for hunting
The factors affecting rifle accuracy
Field shooting techniques
Target identification and to demonstration of bullet placement
Maintaining a firearm in the field and at home
Factors relating to bullet performance

Wednesday 14 October 7.30/9.30 pm at Rotorua NZDA Clubrooms
Search & rescue and Douglas Score
By the End of this evening the participants will have an understanding on
•
•
•
•
•

How to deal with an emergency, what to do if lost, survival
Search and Rescue
NZDA Douglas scoring system
How to measure game animal heads (using Douglas score system)
Fish & Game power point presentation on bird shooting

Saturday 17 & Sunday 18 October 9.00am / 4.00pm at Rotorua NZDA Clubrooms
Bush Craft Weekend
By the end to the Weekend the participants will have understanding on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic outdoor first aid
Forecasting and how to interpret weather
Types of outdoor equipment – tents, boots and clothing etc
Prepare and cook food on a trip
Apply camp craft (tenting, fires, hygiene)
Navigate, using map, compass and GPS
Know when and where to cross rivers
Know how to cross a river
Hunting and Tracking techniques
Helicopter safety
Mountain Radio & Epirb use
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Wednesday 21 October 7.30pm/9.30 pm at Rotorua NZDA Clubrooms
Prepare for hunting weekend
Understand and apply outdoor safety / Risk management processes
By the end of the evening the trainees will have an understanding on
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing aims and objectives for the Hunting weekend
Prepare a trip plan, including travel food and equipment list
Receive a map of hunting area
Complete a ‘HELP’ form
Prepare a safety management and emergency plan

Weekend: Saturday 31 October & Sunday 1 November
Hunting Weekend:
By the end of the Weekend the participants will:
•
•
•
•

Complete an overnight camping Trip
Have a one on one hunt with an experienced hunter
Learn how to apply safe hunting practices
Demonstrate basic stalking techniques
And hopefully see and shoot a game animal

Wednesday 4 November 7.30/9.30 pm at Rotorua NZDA Clubrooms
Course completion
By the end of the evening the participants will
•
Have a debrief of the course
•
Complete evaluation forms
NZDA Rotorua is running another Hunts course over October. There are 10 places available. If
you wish to be involved, please contact Murray or Darryn to register your interest.
Participants must have a reasonable level of physical fitness and access to personal tramping
equipment.
For more information or to register your interest, phone Murray on 345 5160.

THE CLOSE OFF FOR JOINING THIS YEARS COURSE IS NOW. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED, OR KNOW SOMEONE WHO MAY BE INTERSTED, PLEASE
CALL MURRAY NOW!!!

Wanted
Good stories for newsletter.
Any interesting articles.
Any good photo’s of your hunting trips.
Send to editor – ebowring@gmail.com
Or phone 021 066 7868
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Rotorua Range Report for August 2009
Sunday 2nd 300M shoot. It appears there were four participants at this shoot, (visitors book is
useful), and I was not one of them.
Sunday 9th 50M Smallbore club shoot.
Sunday 16th C/F deer Silhouette shoot. Only two shooters fronted up for this event, and as both
wanted to check rifle zero’s we did this out to 200M, then had a couple of runs through the
silhouettes. In the afternoon we held the SWAZI Junior shoot which was better attended I am
pleased to say and a separate report on this is attached.
Sunday 23 rd was noted as a possible B/R practice but I had overlooked the fact it was also a trial
shoot for our PRSC prospective team members at Tokoroa which the girls and I and Rod Hill took
part in. (I was range officer).
Sunday 30th 50M Smallbore club W/S.
Coming Events;
September;
Sunday 6th 300M club shoot.
Sunday 13th 50M Smallbore club shoot.
Sunday 20th Rimfire Metalic Silhouette shoot.
Sunday 27th 50M Smallbore club shoot.
October;
Sunday 4th 300M club shoot.
Saturday 10th H.U.N.T.S. course range day.
Sunday 11th 50M Smallbore club shoot.
Saturday 17th, Central Regional R/F Champs.
Sunday 18th Central Regional C/F Champs.
Sunday 25th 50M Smallbore club shoot.
Advance Notice; Tuesday 3rd November The A.O.S. members have booked our range.
Environmental Work;
On Saturday 15th we had a very successful planting session with Richard from E.V.B.O.P. with
another 400 flax plants added to the area behind the range. Many thanks to those who assisted
the weather forecast was not good, but in the end we had very little rain while we were planting.
Another reminder to people who use plastic bottles etc as targets, to please clean up when they
have finished, and as you had room to take the stuff to the range you will have room to take it
home and put in your rubbish. I contacted a member in Hamilton last night and he emailed me in
reply stating he had been to the range a couple of times lately and had cleaned up a quantity of
rubbish from the range, Not what he was there for was it!!!
Time to reload Malcolm.
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ROTORUA DEER STALKERS 2009 RANGE CALENDAR
Date
September 6th
13th
20th
27th
October
4th
10th
11th
17th
18th
25th
November 1st
8th
15th
22nd
29th
December 6th
13th

Day
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

Shoot
300M club shoot.
50M Smallbore Club Shoot.
R/F Metallic Silhouette Shoot.
50M Smallbore Club Shoot.
300M club shoot.
Hunts Course Range Day
50M Smallbore Club Shoot.
Central Regional Championships
C/F 4p @ 100 & 200m
50M Smallbore Club Shoot.
300M club shoot.
50M Smallbore Club Shoot.
NZDA club shoot.
50M Smallbore Club Shoot
Range free.
300M club shoot.
Christmas shoot- Novelty .22 shoot, Families welcome.

For further info, contact: malcolmperry@clear.net.nz (348 4473)
Smallbore shoots, contact: Jon Abbott on 345 7112
300m shoots, contact: Pat & Don 346 7725

ROTORUA BRANCH SWAZI SHOOT by Malcolm Perry
Hosted by Rotorua Branch N.Z.D.A. on their Mead road range on August 16th.
The morning of 16th was the normal club shoot for seniors and the Swazi junior shoot was held in
the afternoon. It was agreed before we started that the competition would be a 3P match 5 shots
at each position. Six juniors had turned up, and it turned out that they were a more evenly
matched group than we have had in the past. The plan for awarding the Swazi prizes was to have
three scores in a sealed envelope as we did last year. When the shooting was all over and the
envelope opened it turned out the top score was indeed the winner, the second score was one of
the scores shot and third score was in fact lower than the lowest score shot so the lowest score
actually got a prize. As well as the main prizes we had choc bar prizes for top 3 scores in each
position, which just about accounted for everybody and I thought for a bit I was going to get the
last remaining bar when we discovered one shooter had missed out after al that so he got the
complementary bar.
Very many thanks to Swazi for once again sponsoring this shoot and thanks to the dads for
bringing the boys along, a great time was had by all.
Winners of Swazi prizes are: 1st Kelvin Acutt; 2ndConner Plant; 3rd Mitchell Peterson.
The great thing about this years shoot was that although all but one junior had shot this
competition before the three winners had not won a Swazi prize previously.
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FOR SALE
Old NZDA Oven. Offers. Phone Darryn for more info.

Head measuring
NZDA Rotorua is looking at running a head measuring course in the future. This
would be an introduction to head measuring. If interested, register you interest with
Darryn, Murray or contact the editor.

If you currently receive a postal copy of this newsletter and would like to
receive an electronic (pdf) version instead, please drop me a line with
your email address.
Electronic copies are delivered faster, are cheaper to produce and are
better for the environment.
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Prize Giving Results
Sika Cup
1st Kerry Boyle 8pt 152 DS (one entry
only)

Landscape
1st Josh Mc Iver Mt Cook
2nd Keith Billington

J.Thomas Trophy Best Rusa
1st Kerry Boyle 6pt 155 6/8 (one entry
only)

Human Interest
1st Keith Billington
2nd Keith Billington
3rd Josh Mc Iver

Sherson trophy Best Goat
1st Tianu Eason 92 3/8
2nd Keith Billington 77 5/8
Tucker Family Trophy Best Alpine
Species
st
1 Josh Mc Iver 41 Tahr
2nd Alec Mc Iver 40 Tahr
Dillion Trophy Best Extracted Pig Tusk
1st Clyde Foster 24 4/8 (one entry only)
Undrawn Pig Tusk - (no trophy)
1st Clyde Foster 9
Pakes trophy Best Head any Specie SI
1st Josh Mc Iver Tahr Red eq 315
2nd Alec Mc Iver Red eq 304
Pakes Trophy Best Head specie NI
1st Clyde Foster Undrawn Pig Tusk Red
Eq 315
nd
2 Kerry Boyle Rusa Red Eq 285
3rd Kerry Boyle Sika Red Eq 266
Photography Section
Forna & Flora
1st Keith Billington
2nd Josh Mc Iver
3rd Keith Billington
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Animals
1 Keith Billinton
2nd Josh Mc Iver
3rd Keith Billington
st

Wynn Trophy Best Overall
Photography
1st Keith Billington
2nd Joshua Mc Iver
Presidents Trophy - Best Junior Entry
any Species
st
1 Josh Mc Iver Tahr 41 Red Eq 315
nd
2 Tianu Eason Goat 92 3/8 Red Eq 248
Marines Sport trophy Best Red
Anywhere in NZ
st
1 Neil Fawcett Red 12pt 265 2/8
nd
2 Murray Ramage Red 11pt 246 7/8
3rd Kerry Boyle Red 10pt 217 1/8
Holdaway Cup Best Head any Species
1st Equal Josh Mc Iver Tahr 41 Red Eq
315
st
1 Clyde Foster Undrawn Pig Tusk 9 Red
Eq 315
2nd Alec Mc Iver Tahr 40 Red Eq 304
3rd Kerry Boyle Rusa 155 6/8 Red Eq 285
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The GPS and a 10 Point Stag

by Peter Graham

The bacon and eggs where sizzling in the pan as vehicle headlights swept into my
driveway. 5.30am on the dot, hunting companion for the day, Lance had just
arrived.
He stepped through the door with a “howz it going. Should be a good day for it?”
“yeah right” my reply. A plate of bacon and eggs, toast and a cup of tea where
dually thrust in his direction.
Breakfast completes it was boots on. Into the vehicle went rifles and day packs with
all the usual gear. My companion being a competent GPS user having one in his
kit. Myself, not being the technological savvy type, doesn’t own one yet!
The day for myself was to be an interesting one. On arrival at the usual vehicle
park, nobody else, our location would be all to ourselves. Throughout the day that
proved to be the case. Our plan was to get up onto the main ridge by first light, give
a roar or two and to see if any thing was to give us a reply. Head lights on, we set
off into the dark. The usual track in is easy enough in the daylight, but a different
story in torch light. Tripping and stumbling, bumping and bashing with the
occasional detour being necessary.
On reaching the ridge a prominent spot was located from which our first roar of the
day could be given. A couple of deep throated roars, and then away in the distance
to the south a faint reply. Stay on the main ridge the decision was made, we may
well get onto something closer. Before we set off out came the GPS. Our present
position was being logged, distance covered, altitude, time of the day, time spent
moving, time spent not moving, where we had already been. We were covered in
every direction.
Throughout the morning we crossed some pretty interesting country, with the
occasional rub tree or putrid stag scrape. We seemed to be covering the right
territory but there were no replies to our roaring efforts.
The GPS was to soon prove its very worth. We had moved off our ridge and the
“Pink Track” as we called it. Down into a clearing, up a creek, over a saddle and
around a steep face. After an hour and a half or so I had a rough idea where he
might be. The compass said the right direction when from Lance came “should be
0.7 kilometers from the pink track” “What!, lets see if its right” my reply.
30, 40, 50, 70 meters, what can you see Lance? “A pink track” his reply. If the GPS
salesman had been with us that day he may well have sold me one there on the
spot.
However, we were looking for something with antlers. Down the “Pink Track” a
short distance and then over the side of the ridge and in a eastly direction, ¾ of an
hour bought us into the edge of a clearing. The GPS didn’t know this one. It does
now that Lance has it logged in. A scrape in the middle of the clearing but no stag.
It was midday, time for a bite to eat followed by a power nap. The GPS recording
time moving as well as time not moving was recording our every move. Our
thoughts were to heading out. “What say we head over this saddle in front of us” I
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suggested. It would take us along an old logging track around behind a knob and
back to the creek we’d crossed an hour or so ago. “Okay lets go!”
Twenty minutes later, “lets give a roar!”
“Hear that!” says Lance. “No” my reply.
“There’s a stag replying up ahead, you must be deaf man”. “Lets get a bit closer”
my suggestion. Closer, another roar and another reply. I could hear it now.
Another ¼ of an hour and some careful stalking we had closed the gap. The wind
was in our favour as we hatched a plan. Indications were he was directly opposite
us on a bench above the creek. There was no chance of us seeing him from where
we were due to the canopy. “I’ll stop here and keep him roaring while you move in
closer” was my suggestion. Lance in his blaze orange, I could easily pick up as he
moved when the stag answered my roars.
After a couple of roars the stag was moving to my right, the blaze orange was
moving to my right! The wind direction was okay, and then silence! Had the stag
moved and cut our wind? Silence! It seemed like half an hour when Booooom!!!!
Followed by a yahoooow!
Gathering up my gear I worked my way down the slope to meet up with our elated
hunter. His smile matching his blaze orange attire, and standing over his prize, a
ten point red stag. The customary hand shake, some snaps with the digital camera
and it was out with the knifes. In half an hour or so day packs were bulging with
boned out meat.
With the antlers strapped on we turned to the GPS. A north westerly direction
would take us back to our pink track on the ridge. Filling the water bottle at the
creek, I’d need it, taking ¾ of an hour to reach the top. On the way to the top, my
old faithful day pack which has served be well over the years gave out on one of its
back straps, due to its bulging load. Hasty repairs soon had us on our way again.
On reaching the top a breather and then a down hill run for half an hour to the
vehicle.
On reaching the vehicle the GPS recording we had covered over 11 kilometres,
over some pretty undulating country I might add during a period of approximately
10.5 hours. However, what the GPS hadn’t recorded was the fact that we had a
memorable day. We had located, stalked and out witted a red stag and made a
good clean kill and that we were both absolutely buggered.
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FROM HEAD OFFICE
NEWSLETTER TO BRANCHES AND MEMBERS,

September 19th 2009

RECENT ADVOCACY
All enclosed in the mail to the branches and available electronically on request.
1.
FUTURE MANAGEMENT OF ST JAMES CONSERVATION AREA SUBMISSION which includes:
 Manage as a recreationally orientated conservation park
 Not a national park – too many already, and St James is not adequately outstanding
 Recreational hunting in St James should be encouraged by making it an RHA
 No helihunting or WARO permitted
 4WD public access
 Set up a representative democratically nominated stakeholder advisor planning group
 Keep open space as it valued for views, no carbon storage
 Mountain bike supported
 Better public road access from the north
2.
NZDA CONCERNS: DOC WELLINGTON’S PROPOSED OPERATION KAKA
Up to 11,000 hectares, aerial 1080.
A) NZDA Concerns:
 Why no analysis of mid Otaki bird zone?
 Kakas already well catered for in the Wellington region
 Kaka, as a lowland forest bird, are highly unlikely to fly across the Tararua ‘corridor’
 DOC has no native bird data
 Central Tarauras a rugged, infertile montaine range with consequent low birdlife
 Deerstalkers are the main losers from this project
 Three-yearly rat control
B) A new approach to possum control in Tararua Forest Park, written by DOC, which includes:
 What’s happening]
 Why has this occurred
 Why not keep using ground control
 When will the new regime commence?
 What are the likely outcomes?
3.
SUBMISSION OPPOSING APPLICATION FOR RESOURCE CONSENT U090513 POISONING
OPERATION, MARLBOROUGH, which has information on:
 NZDA’S opposition of the indiscriminate use of poisons and toxins in the environment, causing
contamination of valued food sources and endangering non target species
 Science used by AHB and DOC found to be substandard in respect to comparable research
internationally
 Toxin in water contrary to all instructions issued with the chemical
 Endocrine disruption
 Application for discharge to land and water
 Assurances testing and sampling has been carried out by independent organisations
 Confirmation that regulations imposed by ERMA are implemented
4.

KAHURANGI NATIONAL PARK PART REVIEW SUBMISSION, including:
 Encouraging recreational hunting
 Availability of WARO free areas to encourage recreational hunting
 Detailed comments on proposed plan changers
 Have more WARO excluded areas
 Support of mountain biking tracks
 Commercial deer and chamois hunting
 Commercial deer recovery in the park
 National recreational hunting numbers and public attitudes to introduced species

HIMALAYAN TAHR CONTROL PLAN – enclosed in the mail to the branches and available electronically on request
Annual report which includes, period of coverage, highlights, control operations, status of management units, liaison
with contributors of the plan, research updates, expenditure, tahr control methods
CONFERENCE
(i)
BIG GAME ANIMAL TROPHY RECORD BOOK CERTIFICATES – enclosed where applicable
Congratulations to all that have achieved this status with their trophy (see list on www. Deerstalkers.org.nz
(2)

NATIONAL AHT COMPETITIONS DOUGLAS SCORE SHEETS – enclosed where applicable
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COLFO
All enclosed in the mail to the branches and available electronically on request:
1.
‘COLFO CALL FOR DUMPING OF OUTDATED FIREARMS BILL’ media release
2.

‘ LICENCED FIREARMS USERS SLAM ILLEGAL GUNS SALES’ media release

3.












COLFO PAPER ‘FIREARMS LAWS IN NEW ZEALAND’ (updated July 2009) including:
Introduction and summary
Types of firearms
Who can own and use what
Licences
Revocation
Security
Registration
Criminal use of firearms
History of firearms legislation in New Zealand
A brief history with more detail of recent activity
Universal registration

CORANZ
All enclosed in the mail to the branches and available electronically on request from the national office:
1. NATIONAL’S NEW TENURE REVIEW PROCESS – COVENANTS AND CONSERVATION PARKS, A letter to
Kate Wilkinson, associate minister of conservation which includes:
 Covenants don’t provide for outdoor recreation
 National’s promise of 1 million hectare surrounded under tenure review
 Conservation parks provide major gains for outdoor recreational and the nation
 Low productive value of leases containing mountain lands
 Conclusion –
 CORANZ asks the minister to consider the previous commitments given by Denis Marshall and National
regarding a fair amount of unproductive land continuing to be surrendered by the tenure review process
 CORANZ asks that new tussock land conservation parks continue to be formed etc
2.




3.

CORANZ ANNUAL REPORT July 2008 – June 2009 including:
Specific areas of CORANZ work and submissions
Government agencies impacting on outdoor recreation
Media
CORANZ priorities for policy change
CORANZ MINUTES AGM Sunday 7th September 2008

SHOOTING RESULTS
(i)
NZDA RIM FIRE SCORE Registered Match Tokoroa September 5th 2009
(ii)

2009 TOKOROA BENCHREST Registered Match, Tokoroa, September 6th 2009

FORTHCOMING SHOOTS
(i)
CENTRAL REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS - Rotorua Range, October 17th/18th 2009
For further information contact Malcolm Perry Fax/Phone 07 348 4473 or malcolmperry@clear.net.nz
(ii) SOUTH ISLAND SHOOTING CHAMPIONSHIPS - Taikoa Range (Pareora Ford Road)
October 31st /November 1st 2009 to be hosted by the South Canterbury NZDA
Enclosed in the mail to South Island branches and available on request:
- Entry form
- Map to the range
For further information contact David Wood, phone 03 686 2006, 0274 322 662 or davidwood@xtra.co.nz
Dianne Brown, CEO
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6 Tarawera Road, Rotorua
07 345 9333

New NZ 2000 Map Series
1:50,000 = $8.50 each
Local area maps in stock now!!!
New Garmin Dakota GPS
In shop. Colour touch screen
= $549.00
Cheaper than 60csx!!
Learn to change your GPS to new NZ2000 datum to accept
new map data
At the Outdoorsman Headquarters!!!!

Whirinaki 25 Year Celebrations
Report by Elvis Bowring
NZDA Rotorua was asked by DOC if we would be willing to assist them with their Whirinaki 25
year celebrations. In the interests of expanding our relationship with DOC the committee agreed.
The assistance that DOC required was for four people to be stationed in the Whirinaki Forest to
act as support people for the mountain bikers that were going through. Elvis and Scott were to be
stationed at Roger’s Hut with a gas BBQ and refreshments. There task was to ensure that no-one
went hungry and to make sure that no-one missed the turn and headed deeper into the Whirinaki.
Ralph and Keith were to be positioned at Moerangi Hut, to move to the track junction to ensure
no-one missed the turnoff and to offer some encouragement for the big climb that was about to
come.
The original plan was for us to be helicoptered in on the Saturday morning and flown out that
afternoon. Some quick thinking from Scott has us flying in on Friday morning and leaving early
Sunday afternoon. A much better idea! Permits were organised for hunting with the full support of
DOC.
Friday morning came and we all met and drove to Murupara to collect appropriate permits. The
closer we got to the Whirinaki – the stronger the wind and the worse the weather seemed to get.
Approaching Minginui, we were greeted by 1080 protesters who were setting up camp. We gave
them a friendly wave and the thumbs up.
We meet with Doc officers who gave us a briefing of what was happening, the weather conditions
in the hills (it had been snowing) and showed us the equipment we had to take. DOC had been
very generous in their supplies. There was over 10 bags of sausages, fresh fruit, two 9kg lpg
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bottles, a three ring BBQ, vhf radio, three bottles of milk, cordial and energy drink, large pots for
boiling water and even bottled mineral water.
The helicopter arrived, was loaded and off we went. Elvis and Scott with the equipment to Rogers
Hut, followed by Ralf and Keith in the next flight to Moerangi. By this stage we had near gale
force winds, and light rain. I was not looking forward to this helicopter ride.
Once we got in the air, the ride was a little bit rough. This was my second ever helicopter ride,
and the first had been on a lovely still day. “Just a bit of dirty air”, the pilot assured us. “It will be
better once we get in the hills”. I know now what socks feel like in the washing machine! My
knuckles were turning white from holding on to the helicopter.
We got to the hut in one piece. He flew past and the pilot decided that with the wind that it would
be better to drop me and Scott off at the new clearing that they had created, and then land with
the gear at Rogers. We had made it.
We set up the hut, organised all the gear and started boiling 10 litre pots of water so we would
have lots of fresh water for us and the bikers. We had a few visits from Doc employees on
motorbikes doing final checks on the track and putting up markers highlighting areas of caution.
The track is awesome, but being natural, there are areas you could come into trouble if you
weren’t paying attention. They had both seen pigs between Moerangi and Rogers.
The afternoon provided another first for me, it actually snowed. We had everything all prepared
for Saturday so we headed off for a bit of an explore. Scott headed into the hills above the hut
and I decided to walk the tramping track towards Mangakahika Hut. There was next to no sigh on
the track, although Scott ran into some in the hills. I did see three Blue Ducks, got to experience
some awesome snow falls and found some beautiful clearings that will be worthy of checking out
in Spring.
We both arrived back before 7pm for our radio check in, both dripping wet and freezing. A fire
was lit to try to warm wet cloths and warm up freezing bodies. The fire didn’t do much, so we had
to resort to our sleeping bags.
Saturday arrived and was a nicer day. The ground had a light cover of snow and the hills were
beautiful and white. We went for a walk towards Moerangi to have a look at the track and to see if
we could see some early morning animals (not to mention trying to warm up). We found some
deer sign but no deer. This was only a short stroll as we knew we had a job to do. We headed
back to the hut, boiled some more water and set up for the day. Our first visitors were a couple of
trampers and their vegetarian dog. They had struck it lucky and had come in for a walk not
knowing about the celebrations. They got cooked a huge feed and left on their way to
Mangakahika Hut feeling heavier than when they arrived.
Shortly after they left, a couple of runners arrived. They stopped for a quick chat but had no
interest in eating – they were trying to stay ahead of the 60 riders behind them. The were running
the entire 40km route!
Hamish from DOC then arrived to keep an eye on things and to ensure things ran smoothly. He
fixed the BBQ for us (which had only been going on one cooker up to then) and set up the radio
so we could hear what was happening. His job was to make sure no riders left after the 1pm turn
around time and to keep an accurate head count to ensure no-one was left behind.
A few riders started to arrive so we started cooking food – then a huge bunch arrived in one go.
Gas was turned up and the bags of sausages went down real fast. Scott had mixed up a big
batch of cordial and energy drink that proved to be very popular. Most of the riders were surprised
to see us and we had some awesome feedback from them.
The last few riders left by the 1pm cut off for going through to Moerangi, and Hamish departed
back to Okahu road to look after riders who had given up the hard slog and were returning to the
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road end. We were now free to go hunting. This time I decided to try my luck in the hills and was
rewarded with seeing lots of sign, but no deer.
We arrived back at the hut on night fall to discover that a couple of young hunters from Gisborne
had arrived and were staying the night. Being the sociable types NZDA members are, we cooked
them a good feed from the leftover food. At this stage we still had over a third of the supplies from
DOC left.
Sunday arrived. Time for an early morning hunt. Again lots of sign but no deer. The forest has
suffered snow damage from a few years back. It is starting to clear, but moving through the bush
is slow and noisy. Good for deer but not so great for hunters. We agreed that the best way to
hunt would probably be going through the rivers, but at this time of year the water is really cold.
We returned to the hut and started cooking breakfast. The two trampers arrived back with the
vegetarian dog just at the right time and got another feed. We packed up the equipment, cleaned
the hut and lay in the now sunny weather waiting for our helicopter pickup.
The ride back was a lot better than the ride in. The weather was fine and everyone was more
relaxed. The pilot took us home via Moerangi to show us where Keith and Ralph had been
staying, then took us along the track to show us where it ran. The scenery was fantastic. We
were dropped off in a paddock – then he headed off to pick up our other two members.
We stayed around a bit afterwards to check out the final celebrations. Doc had done an awesome
job and everyone seemed happy. All the DOC staff we had meet over the weekend had been
friendly and supportive of hunting. It was sad to be heading home.
I would like to say a big thank you to DOC for the weekend. Although we were working, it was
more of a holiday than a chore.
Moerangi MTB Track official opening – 5 September 2009 by Dave Donaldson, Community
Events Guy, Rotorua MTB Club
As part of the celebrations dubbed Whirinaki 25, the Department of Conservation officially opened
this masterpiece of a Mountainbike track on Saturday 5th September 2009.
The 35 km track through the magnificent Whirinaki Forest Park, dubbed a ‘Dinosaur Forest’ by
famous botanist Dr David Bellamy has three comfortable huts along the route and the ride is to be
promoted as a multi-day experience. Dr Bellamy was present to participate in the 25 year
anniversary celebrations and more than 60 mountain bikers took the opportunity to join the
celebrations by riding the track in one day.
The track links the Okahu Valley road-end [off State Highway 38 southeast of Minginui] with the
magnificent River Rd carpark and ecological area at Minginui. Ridden from the Okahu end as we
did, there is 200 metres more descending overall – definitely the direction to ride it if doing the
whole track in 1 day.
Driver ‘Slim’ Pene eased the clutch out on the South Star Shuttle from Sala St with 27 persons
and bikes on board at 7.15am. An hour later we were winding along ‘Te Urewera Rainforest
Route’ [Sh38] between the Urewera National Park and the Whirinaki Forest Park. The building
excitement and anticipation was tempered with nervousness as we observed the snow covered
bush along the ridge tops. At 9.30am we were bailing from the bus on the Okahu Rd carpark,
checking in with DOC staff, and riding up the 2Km to the trailhead. Several other groups had
arranged their own shuttles or had taken advantage of the DOC ‘gold-coin’ service to be delivered
to the trail head by 4WD Club shuttles.
The opening ceremony started with speeches where yours truly paid homage to DOC and local
Iwi Ngati Whare on behalf of riders and Mayor Colin Holmes of Whakatane ruefully pointed out
that although this special part of his district was on Rotorua’s doorstep, Whakatane District
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ratepayers maintained the roads for us to enjoy it; choice thanks Colin. Then the Ngati Whare
party performed a karakia before the cutting of the ribbon and the journey began, about 10.45am.

The first kilometre or two of track was not encouraging, still soft and affected by recent rains and
snow; there was plenty of pushing up and tripod-ing down this muddy section. Then suddenly that
was all gone and we were rocking along. The grade 2-3 trail, a mix of pumice and crumbled rock
surface, afforded time to take in the scenery with care being required on blind bends and the
interesting approaches and departures to some bridges. Word of advice here – if your handlebars
are wider than the 700mm mine are, you’ll want to change for narrower ones or you’ll be walking a
few of these bridges.
From Skips Hut it was a steady climb then a fast flowing descent to the Te Wairoa River and the
historic Rogers hut.
This hut, built in 1952, complete with a stained glass window was manned by DOC rangers and
NZ Deerstalkers Assn volunteers who had sausages on the BBQ and a hot brew waiting; luxury.
A strict 1pm cut-off was in force at this point – anyone arriving past that would be required to
return to the Okahu Rd end. All those on our bus were through here and onto the big climb soon
after noon.
From Rogers the real track work is evident, with digger and chainsaw having created an amazing
route up over the Moerangi saddle. The climb is a solid and enduring one, with regular short
descents to cross side creeks affording a brief respite.
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The Moerangi hut is 500m off to the South of the main track and worth a visit. It sits in a north
facing clearing overlooking the stream below, with a composting loo and fresh water supply and
would make a great option for an overnight stay on the journey.

From the Moerangi hut junction it is about 150 vertical metres to the Moerangi Saddle and a
breathtaking view north to Mt Tarawera across the Whirinaki and Kaingaroa forests. But then the
real fun begins, 9Km to the River rd carpark, 98% of it downhill.
The track drops at a moderate angle for about 7Km, until an un-named junction amid massive rata
trees.
The downhill then becomes gentler but straighter and faster through ferns and tawas before
joining the Whirinaki tramping track, crossing the picturesque ‘Te Whaiti nui o Toi’ canyon and
climbing through the fabulous ecological area to the River Rd carpark.
Slim had the shuttle waiting. As DOC staff checked everyone through we racked our bikes and
dived into our reserves of warm dry clothing and food. I’d arrived here at 3pm with 30 shots on
the camera. I figure that without stopping for photos the ride took 4 hours including food and rest
stops and the short side trip to Moerangi hut.
This track will only improve with use as the rock and pumice settles down. It clearly has the
potential to be affected by slips and windfall in extreme weather, but if maintained this ride, which
is epic in every sense, will rapidly earn a deserved reputation as the North Island’s best MTB
experience.
‘On-the-day hero’ award goes to Tak Mutu of Multi-day Adventures, our medic/sweeper. He
shepherded the last rider the entire 35Km’s handling the tears and providing the encouragement
to get her through. I just hope it hasn’t put her off the ride, and recommend that people of
reduced fitness and skill levels take more than one day with an experienced mentor on this track.
This rider wasn’t part of our club group so to show our appreciation for Tak’s heroism we ditched
his gear with the 4wd club and the shuttle checked out for Rotorua without him. Actually he
caught up as we unloaded at 6.05pm.
DOC’s Rangitaiki Area Manager John Sutton is due a huge vote of thanks from the MTB
Community for the vision and commitment to tracks such as this. His staff on the day and the
volunteers from the NZDA and Geyserland 4WD Club made the opening a brilliant experience and
one our Club is keen to repeat.
Finally, Nick Doney and his contract crew plus the DOC staff who toiled on this epic construction
for over a year – Legends. I’d been offered the opportunity to check out progress on this track
some months ago and I was sorely tempted but over-committed. I’m glad I waited for the final
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product. As my peers on the Mainland cheese advert say, “Good things take time”. Here’s the
proof [excusing the mis-spelled acronym].

Dave Donaldson, Community Events Guy, Rotorua MTB Club
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In the news
1080 PROTESTER ARRIVES HOME – NZ HERALD
Terminally ill anti-1080 protester Chris Short arrived home after a six-day vigil atop
of Mt Tongariro in the central North Island.
His wife, Leanne, said her husband was "very tired" after his time on the mountain.
Mr Short had earlier said he was prepared to die on the mountain unless Clyde and
Steve Graf's documentary on 1080, Poisoning Paradise, was broadcast on TV.
The man had driven himself back after walking down from the mountain, calling his
wife from towns on his way back to Taupo.
"Like a friend told me, if he can walk six kilometres down a mountain, he will be able
to drive home," Mrs Short said.
Mr Short decided yesterday to leave the mountain after a visit from a representative
from the local Tuwharetoa tribe yesterday.
He had decided to end his stand out of respect for local Maori, he said.
"It's all happened so quick, I probably achieved my objective and now it's just
important to not turn this magical place into a circus," he told 3News.
"It means a lot to the original people of this area.
"But I will vow to fight 1080 to the end, I just don't have to do it from up here."
Mr Short, 50, has a large tumour on a kidney and may only have weeks to live.
DOC LOOKING DEEPER INTO DOLPHIN DEATHS - NZ HERALD
The Department of Conservation has commissioned testing on the corpses of
dolphins washed up in the Hauraki Gulf.
The department said it was confident brodifacoum poisoning had been ruled out in
relation to the deaths but was "conscious of the level of public concern surrounding
this issue".
Brodifacoum poison was dropped on Rangitoto and Motutapu Islands to kill pests.
"As a result, we have commissioned further chemical tests on the dolphins,
penguins and pilchard samples that will specifically look for brodifacoum poisoning,"
said DoC Auckland Area Manager, Brett Butland.
Testing has shown that dogs which died at Narrow Neck and Cheltenham beaches
around the same time as the dolphins were found were killed by tetrodotoxin - a
naturally occurring substance, found in tropical puffer fish, and in sea slugs taken
from the beach.
The dolphin testing comes after marine biologist Karen Stockin, who is responsible
for autopsies on common dolphins that wash up around Auckland, suggested a
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spike in the number of dead dolphins could point to a problem other than poisonous
sea slugs.
Meanwhile, dead penguins were also reported in the Far North, Rodney, Auckland,
Coromandel and Bay of Plenty regions, but penguin deaths, especially after storms,
are relatively common for this time of year, says DoC.
'WORK NEEDED' ON 1080 DROPS - NZ HERALD
A Government pest ecologist says more work is needed to find out how rare birds
respond to new methods of applying the poison 1080.
Department of Conservation ecologist Dr Clare Veltman said there had been
enough studies in the past 20 years to be very confident that kokako, kiwi and kaka
were at low risk from 1080.
However, it would be prudent to study the effects of the latest method - dropping
non-toxic baits first to encourage possums and rats to eat baits, she said.
Dr Veltman presented her findings at the tenth annual International Ecology
Congress in Brisbane this month, after a review of 40 published and unpublished
studies, most of them carried out by DoC.
She said monitoring between 1986 and 2006 found no birds died during nine
studies of kiwi, eight studies of kokako and four studies of kaka in 1080 drop zones.
But of 19 birds known to be affected by poisoning, just eight had been surveyed
when Dr Veltman completed her review.
The others were blue ducks, weka, moreporks, robins and kereru - of which hardly
any were found to have died, she said.
Her review did not include a recent study of kea in Kahurangi National Park in June,
when DoC monitored 13 kea and found all were still alive a month after 1080 aerial
drops.
Dr Veltman said more work was needed to predict effects on other birds. Research
had tended to target the most threatened species first, she said. "By 2000 we had
precisely one survey of kereru."
Native birds such as fantails and pukeko did not need tracking because they bred
easily.
One of New Zealand's most endangered birds, the kakapo, had never been
exposed to 1080, she said.
Dr Veltman said DoC was adding to its collection of studies on a drop-by-drop basis.
The Environmental Risk Management Authority reviewed the use of 1080 and last
year concluded that the benefits outweighed the risks.
However, a vocal group of opponents believe the pesticide is poorly understood and
too often kills the wildlife it is meant to protect.
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Dr Veltman said the advent of precise helicopter GPS systems and other baiting
methods over the past 20 years meant predators could be killed using everdecreasing amounts of poison.
The goal was to create safe havens outside of island and fenced sanctuaries, where
predators were scarce enough to allow birds to live and breed, she said.
More work was needed to show how bird populations outside sanctuaries
responded to lower pest numbers: "We know from (fenced and island) sanctuaries
that if you can get the pest population out, the birds blossom."
Dr Veltman said GPS had helped with pest control because helicopters could lay
baits in precise rows, so there were no gaps for rats and possums to repopulate
from inside the baited area.
RAT POISON DISCOVERED IN DEAD PENGUINS – NZ HERALD BY ELOISE GIBSON
Traces of the rat poison, Brodifacoum, have been found in two little blue penguins
that died in the Hauraki Gulf, a month after the Department of Conservation dropped
the poison on Rangitoto and Motutapu islands.
Tests on five penguins recovered from Auckland's Long Bay beach found two had
traces of the poison in their livers - but at levels too low to have killed them.
Vets at Auckland Zoo found the birds probably starved to death, which DoC said
was not uncommon for penguins in winter.
However, poison-drop project manager Richard Griffiths said the finding of
Brodifacoum was "alarming" and DoC did not know how it had happened.
Tests on penguins and dolphins were commissioned partly to ease public
speculation the poison was linked to the recent deaths of dogs, dolphins, penguins
and fish in the Hauraki Gulf.
The deaths of several seemingly healthy and well-fed common dolphins remain
unexplained, after tests on their livers and stomach contents showed no traces of
either Brodifacoum or tetrotodoxin - the toxin found found to have killed five dogs in
July and August.
Mr Griffiths said the penguin finding was unexpected.
"It is a surprise because we've never had penguins dying at the same time as pest
eradication [operations] before, so we've never had reason to test them."
The three aerial drops of 147 tonnes of poison-laced cereal bait - the last on August
7 - were part of a project to create a sanctuary for rare birds.
Zoo vets found the dead penguins were thin, had empty stomachs and showed no
signs of internal bleeding - the major symptom of death by Brodifacoum.
Mr Griffiths said it was possible they ate pellets out of desperation.
"We don't have any idea about how they might have come across Brodifacoum, but
I guess it is important to note that they were hungry - they were starving penguins so they may have eaten a bait."
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Pilchards taken from the dolphins' stomachs and dolphin livers tested negative for
Brodifacoum, as did shellfish taken from around Rangitoto and Motutapu after the
poison drops.
DoC's resource consent to drop Brodifacoum on Rangitoto and Motutapu envisaged
that some of the poisoned cereal baits would end up in the sea, and fishermen
reported seeing pellets fall into the ocean at the time.
A summary Mr Griffiths wrote ahead of the drops said that a maximum of 1288kg of
bait would fall into the ocean around the joined islands' 56km coastline.
That was much less than the 18,000kg of Brodifacoum-laced baits that spilled into
the sea near Kaikoura after a truck crash in 2001 - which contaminated shellfish
within a wide area.
Auckland Regional Council commissioners, who approved the operation, found the
risk to marine creatures was low because the poison was not very soluble in water,
and the cereal pellets broke down within a few hours.
Meanwhile, DoC has asked algae specialists at the Cawthron Institute to test dead
dolphins for domoic acid, an algal toxin known to kill dolphins, and results were
expected this week.
HUMAN WASTE THREATENS MARINE LIFE, SAYS STUDY – NZ HERALD
A tawny stuffed puppy bobs in cold sea water, his four stiff legs tangled in the net of
some nameless fisherman.
It's one of the bigger pieces of trash in a giant patch of garbage-littered water - one
that's bigger than Texas - where most of the plastic looks like snowy confetti against
the deep blue of the north Pacific Ocean.
But most of the trash in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch has broken into bite-sized
plastic bits, and scientists want to know whether it's sickening or killing the small
fish, plankton and birds that ingest it.
During their August fact-finding expedition, a group of University of California
scientists found much more debris than they expected. The team announced their
observations at a San Diego press conference last week.
"It's pretty shocking - it's unusual to find exactly what you're looking for," said Miriam
Goldstein, who led fellow researchers from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
at UC San Diego on the three-week voyage.
While scientists have documented trash's harmful effects for coastal marine life,
there's little research on garbage patches, which were first explored extensively by
self-trained ocean researcher Charles Moore just a decade ago. There's also scant
research on the marine life at the bottom of the food chain that inhabit the patch.
But even the weather-beaten, sun bleached plastic flakes that are smaller than a
thumbnail can be alarming. "They're the right size to be interacting with the food
chain out there," Goldstein said.
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The team also netted occasional water bottles with barnacles clinging to the side.
Plastic sea trash does not biodegrade and floats at the surface.
The sheer quantity of plastic that accumulates in the North Pacific Gyre, a vortex
formed by ocean and wind currents and located 1600km off the California coast,
has the scientists worried about how it might harm the sea creatures there.
The Scripps team hopes the samples they gathered during the trip nail down
answers to questions of the trash's environmental impact. Does eating plastic
poison plankton?
Is the ecosystem in trouble when new sea creatures hitchhike on the side of a water
bottle?
Plastics have entangled birds and turned up in the bellies of fish, and one paper
cited by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration estimates 100,000
marine mammals die trash-related deaths each year.
The scientists hope their data gives clues as to the density and extent of marine
debris, especially since the Great Pacific Garbage Patch may have company in the
Southern Hemisphere, where scientists say the gyre is four times bigger.

ROTORUA
Outdoor socks from Bridgdale are designed to be comfortable
mile after mile. Dense cushioning with WoolFusion yarns. The
most comfortable socks you will ever wear!
Get addicted to the comfort!

Endurance Summit: $49.99
Endurance Trekker: $44.99
Ventum Light Hiker: $46.99
Coolmax Liners: $49.99
Rotorua Hunting and Fishing, Cnr Lake Road & Fairy Springs Road, ROTORUA,
Ph 07 349 6303.
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Club Contacts
Postal address:
Email:

PO Box 857, Rotorua
nzdarotorua@gmail.com web: www.nzdarotorua.org.nz

Patron
Honorary Solicitor
Life Members

Des Jenkins
Barry Rodgers
Des Jenkins
Rod Houghton
Owen Rumble
Gary Winslade
Ross Burton

Honorary Member
Investment Trustees

Branch Executive
President
Vice President and
Hunts Convenor
Treasurer
Secretary

Ph 348 4057

Keith Billington
Rod Houghton
Des Jenkins
Darryn Cosgrave

Ph 348 4496

Murray Robson
Rod Houghton
Elvis Bowring

Ph 345 5160
Ph 348 4057
Ph 350 3230

Committee Members
Range
Malcolm Perry
Ron Marsden
Socials
Scott Russell
Search and Rescue
Cliff Graham
Colin Petersen
Ralph Price
Library
Peter Graham
Tines Editor
Elvis/Scott

Ph 348 4473
Ph 362 8542
Ph 343 9383
Ph 362 8883
Ph 343 9481
Ph 357 2786
Ph 333 1838
Ph 350 3230/343 9383

Range Keys
Any person who wishes to have a range gate key for the private use of our range
must be a CURRENT FINANCIAL MEMBER of the Branch and must obtain a key
from Hamills, Outdoorsman HQ or Serious Shooters at a cost of $20.00 per year.
Your membership card must be produced at the time of key purchase. Keys may
not be lent or passed on to other persons, whether they are members or not. NonMembers can only enter the Range if accompanied by a current Financial Member.
Any use of the range by non-members requires prior approval of the committee.
Membership Costs
Senior = $90 (full benefits at local and national branch level)
Associate = $60 (Unable to vote or enter national competitions. Does not receive H&W)
Junior = $25 (Must be less than 18 years of age as at March 1st 2008. Full benefits apart from voting rights.)
Student = $40 (Must be attending a tertiary institute or undergoing an apprenticeship. Proof must be provided.)
Superannuant = $50 (Over 65 as at March 1st 2008. Full benefits)
Family = $5 (Children or grandchildren)
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Sender: Rotorua Branch NZDA
PO Box 857
ROTORUA

